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* SUCCESS PRE-REQUISITES : For construction 

management Organization 

▪Must create a non-adversary team relationships

▪Must have
▪The personnel

▪qualifications

▪Applicable construction experience : to develop &

implement a well-thought program for successful

accomplishment of the project
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* Factors that should be considered in selecting the best

contractual and organizational approach:

▪Budget

▪Geographic location

▪Technical characteristics of the project

▪Managerial characteristics of the project

▪Needs of the Owner

▪Capabilities of the owner
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Budget Considerations

The knowledgeable owner is interested in achieving lowest

overall project cost suitable with maximum return on

investment while maintaining required value.

Capital costs for a project with a typical distribution would

include, but not limited to, the following:

Property acquisition 5%

Preliminary planning 3%

Design 7%

Construction 54%

Construction administration 6%

Financing 20%

Owner’s internal costs 5%

Total capital cost 100%
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When shortest elapsed design-construction time is of

sizable economic importance, the professional

construction management or program management

approach come bind with a phased construction

program.

However, other methods of delivery may be considered

by owners due to the following conditions:
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Budget Consideration
• 1. Little- or No-Risk Situations

– CM approach is not suitable to be applied when there is 
limited budget, In this case other alternative like traditional 
contracts (lump-sum) or guaranteed maximum is more 
suitable.

• 2. Early Completion Economically Significant
– When the owner can assume some risk regarding the 

project's ultimate  construction cost and when earliest  
completion is required, it  is still feasible for the owner  to 
approach  choosing the method of construction based on 
phased construction. 

– The goal is minimizing not only time, but also risk and 
overall project costs.
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• 3. Long-lead Planning with Minimum Risk 
– When advance planning and/or project completion 

requirements permit the design to be completed before 
beginning construction, and without significant economic 
penalty, the traditional approach, with a separate designer 
and a lump-sum general construction contract, remains 
attractive

• Owner Evaluation 
• Each of the mentioned classifications of firms is actively 

promoting its concepts as the best solution to the owner's 
problems.  

• The owner  must evaluate the anticipated overall costs, financial 
risks, and the advantages and disadvantages of each method 
and each firm involved in order to choose the best method and 
firm for the individual project  under consideration.
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Geographic Considerations

• Owner location and Organization

• Owner with a level volume and  a central construction 

control may prefer to have a CM near to the center.

• While Infrequent owner may prefer to deal with a CM 

or PM in the same location of the project.

• Job-site construction practice

• CM major contribution in minimizing construction 

costs:

– Influence design and specs. To take full advantage 

of proven local methods and materials understood 

by all potential bidders.

– Development of work packages that generally fit 

into the prevailing method of doing business in the 

area
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* CM Responsibilities
▪To the owner

--Faithful and professional representation and advice

−Free from economic conflict

−Keep the owner fully informed at all times regarding the

current status of the project in comparison with the overall

plan

▪To the designer

−Full cooperation with A/E

−Provides his economic knowledge of the construction

industry as a resource for the designer

▪To the contractors

−Accurately interpret plans & specs

− Insist upon compliance with plans & specs But equally
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* Requirements of the CM

CM must obtain the facts,

Develop a sound plan

Implement the plan during construction.

FACT FINDING

CM should make itself

Familiar with the project area

its local economic conditions

Visit the work site

Familiar with the planned structures

Understand the objectives of the Owner

the Designer
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Owner’s Objectives and Requirements

The manager will meet with the owner’s representatives to

understand its objectives and requirements. The manager, among

other things, will:

◼ Determine project duration, completion priorities, and other

scheduling information

◼ Obtain preliminary cost estimates, cost criteria, appropriations,

and other budget considerations

◼ Obtain owner’s drawings, specifications, and preferred

construction techniques

◼ Obtain owner’s operating procedures, including contractual

requirements, bidder qualifications, bonding requirements, and

other internal procedures required or preferred by the owner

◼ Define responsibilities of owner, designer, and construction

manager, as well as the extent of delegation to each
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◼ Determine specific functions the owner intends to perform for

himself, and the extent to which supplementary assistance

may be required

◼ Define responsibilities of key individuals on the staffs of both

the owner and the professional construction manager

Designer Objectives and Requirements

The manager will meet with the designer’s representatives in

order to understand its objectives and requirements and to

establish ground rules for a mutually rewarding professional

relationship. The purposes of these meetings will be to:

◼ Review design criteria, conceptual planning, and detail design

to date

◼ Review or develop a preliminary design schedule; this will be

significant in developing a phased-construction program

◼ Develop the basic understandings necessary to commence a

partnership value-engineering program utilizing the manager,
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◼ Determine designer experience in the area and its

understanding of job-site economic factors relating to the

construction work

◼ Review overall completion requirements and agree on

preliminary scheduling

◼ Establish the type of professional relationship that will enhance

the standing of the designer with the owner by facilitating a

new resource for planning, implementing, and controlling the

program

◼ Establish a meeting of the minds with the designer on its

construction responsibilities to both the owner and the

manager, and establish the manager’s responsibilities to the

designer

◼ Review the delegation of authority to each party by the owner

◼ Define responsibilities of key individuals in both organizations
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Area and Site Visit

The professional construction manager or program manager will

spend sufficient time at the job site and surrounding area to

appreciate local factors and requirements. The manager will:

◼ Review local work practices and jurisdiction

◼ Ascertain local craft productivity and availability

◼ Obtain collective bargaining agreements

◼ Determine locally favored methods and materials

◼ Ascertain key local prices for standard items

◼ Obtain climate information for use in developing weather

constraints

◼ Screen local contractor capabilities, workload, and interests

◼ Visit key local contractors, trade associations, labor union

representatives, and other knowledgeable local industry

representatives

◼ Determine building-permit requirements and local agency

jurisdiction and permit requirements
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Development of Preliminary Program

After determination of owner and designer objectives

and requirements, and on the basis of a thorough

knowledge of the job site and its surrounding area, a

“Preliminary Program” for the project can be developed.

This program will include some or all of the following

items, depending upon information available:

Development of criteria and conclusions from the site

and surrounding area investigation
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Development of a proposed “Work Plan,” setting 

forth in detail the recommended approach to the 

project, including:

▪ Overall approach

▪ Home-office services

▪ Field management services

▪ List of proposed work packages

▪ List of proposed contractors for further screening

▪ Preliminary design schedule and package

procurement schedule
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◼ Submission of preliminary magnitude estimate of project cost for

preliminary control purposes and for prequalifying selective bidders

◼ Submission of a detailed estimate of professional construction

management or program manager costs, if not already presented

as a part of the proposal

▪ Value-engineering program

▪ Preliminary construction schedule

▪ Preliminary CPM precedence diagram

▪ Bar-chart schedule

◼ Assignment of key personnel and submission of schedules for

contemplated future personnel to be assigned
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Development of Final Program

After review of the preliminary plans with the parties in the overall

project for use in controlling the actual progress. Final planning will

include the following:

◼ Breakdown of design schedule by contemplated construction

contract packages

◼ List of proposed contract packages, including detailed scope of

each

◼ Completion and issuance of overall project CPM schedule

◼ Establishment of project control systems

◼ Beginning of value-engineering program

◼ Issuance of a procedures manual for the project, setting forth

key duties and responsibilities
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Bidding and Award Phase

In a phased construction program, the first packages must be

developed shortly after commencement of detail design, and will

proceed simultaneously with the detail design work. Items to be

considered during this phase will include the steps necessary to:

◼ Finalize preliminary contractor bid lists by contract package

◼ Issue final invited-bidder list by contract package

◼ Prepare bid packages

◼ Review bid packages

◼ Prequalify selected contractors based upon qualifications criteria

◼ Issue “Requests for Quotation”

◼ Prepare detailed fair-cost estimate for each bid package

◼ Review and analyze bids

◼ Recommend contract awards

◼ Issue “Notices to Proceed with Field Work”
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Construction Phase

❑ The field construction phase will begin prior to the award of the

first contract.

❑ Home-office management and control will parallel the field

effort.

❑ On certain large projects, the two may be combined in the field

location through choice of proper personnel.

❑ The manager’s function during the construction phase will

include responsibilities to:
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Responsibilities 

• Establish the field office

• Hire testing laboratory and surveyor

• Obtain necessary permits

• Manage, coordinate, and inspect the work of individual 

contractors

• Maintain job diaries, drawing register, and other records

• Prepare and approve progress-payment requests

• Maintain progress records and photographs

• Prepare input for project control system

• Prepare field reports and schedules

• Prepare contract closeout and acceptance documents
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Controls

❑ The development and implementation of a comprehensive

project control system are essential if the full potential of a

program management or professional construction

management approach is to be realized.

❑ The controls must be based upon realistic goals developed

during the planning and design phase.

❑ The control system, by itself, will not manage the project,

but it will, if properly deigned, measure the current status

against programmed goals, so that corrective management

action can be applied when warranted.
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Features of a comprehensive project control 

system will include:

• An updated and current CPM network

• A design and procurement schedule showing 

actual progress compared with that scheduled

• CPM summary schedule showing actual contract 

progress compared with scheduled progress for 

each contract

• Cost report comparing forecast-at-completion 

costs, including committed and estimated 

contract costs to complete, compared with 

budget estimates
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◼ Weekly progress reports listing significant progress, lack of

progress, current problems, proposed reports summarizing

pertinent information

◼ Monthly progress reports summarizing pertinent information

developed from the above control information

◼ Value-engineering summary showing results of program to date

◼ Special studies developing recommended solutions or alternate

solutions to current or anticipated problems
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